2013 State of Origin Corporate Packages. Go The Maroons!
QLD Aim For Eight Straight Wins at the Cauldron, Origin Game 2 2013!

Fans of QLD Rugby League are enjoying a golden era. The QLD State of Origin team are on a record-breaking winning streak, securing seven
consecutive Origin series victories.Excitement is rapidly building for the 2013 Holden State of Origin series, as QLD strive to be the first team ever to
win eight straight State of Origin series. It has been an amazing effort by the QLD side; after the retirement of Petero Civoniceva last year, Laurie
Daley’s VB NSW Blues squad are driven to break the Maroons run, this year is the year. However, Mal Meninga and his squad will be out to prove
they still have what it takes to beat the Blues, even without the great man Petero.The 2013 series has already drawn significant interest, with good
form being shown by plenty of players eyeing Maroon jerseys. QLD selectors have indicated they intend to be loyal to proven players, as they’ve done
the hard yard in recent years. However, there are a few up-and-coming QLD players that have 2013 series enthusiasts buzzing, particularly
Canterbury Bulldogs superstar and Preston Campbell Medal winner, Ben Barba. Brisbane’s Suncorp Stadium is set to play host to Game 2 of the 2013
Holden State of Origin series, on Wednesday the 26th of June. Regardless Game 1’s results, fans will be scrambling to get a piece of the action, as
the second act plays out and dreams will be made on Suncorp’s turf stage. EP Marketing, a company offering corporate State of Origin packages, has
experienced first hand the strong, early demand for the 2013 series. Russell Edwards, Managing Director EP Marketing, confirms several of the
available packages are already flying out the door. He further hints dedicated fans should act fast to snap up the remaining packages. “We are really
excited to offer the XXXX QLD Maroons Warm Up Lounge package again this year,” Mr Edwards adds. “For the second time, we will give ticket
holders the opportunity to watch the Maroons warm up in the dressing room area before the game.”The XXXX Qld Maroons Warm Up Lounge is an
exclusive corporate area offering an exceptional and once–in-a-lifetime experience for corporate guests.Guests will also have the chance to go onto
the sacred playing arena of Suncorp Stadium before the game, as well as being presented with a personalised QLD or NSW team jersey and cap.The
XXXX Qld Maroons Lounge package from EP Marketing offers a premium viewing experience. Special guest Kevin Walters (Melbourne Storm
Assistant Coach) offers his insight as a Broncos and Origin veteran, walking corporate fans through the lead-up, dressing room warm-ups and finally,
the field action. Mr Edwards says Assistant Coach Walters has unparalleled insight into the game“Having Kevin available during the evening to chat
with guests is a wonderful treat. Kevin coaches the likes of Cameron Smith, Billy Slater and Cooper Cronk at Melbourne; this coaching experience
combined with his days strapping on the boots for the Maroons, will enable him to add special insights, contributing to a once-in-a-lifetime
evening.”Fans who wish to join Kevin Walters at the 2013 Holden State of Origin Game 2 will need to secure one of the strictly limited corporate
packages available from EP Marketing. For more details and further booking information on the range of State of Origin Corporate Packages available
from EP Marketing, click through to their website. www.epmarketing.com.auAlternatively, you can contact Russell Edwards from EP Marketing for
more details or ticket information on 0419 924 327About EP MarketingEP Marketing specialise in providing corporate clients with outstanding event
experiences. The limited number of guests helps reinforce the personal atmosphere of each of the events. This opportunity is the ideal setting to build
lasting relationships with the most influential people in business - VIP clients.
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